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- **Clean technologies**
  - San Francisco
  - Los Angeles

- **Life sciences, Biotechnology**
  - Houston

- **Agronomy, Food science**
  - Boston

- **Physics and Nanosciences**
  - Chicago

- **Bio-info, Health**
  - Atlanta

- **Innovation**
  - IT
  - Environment
  - Space
12 University “Campuses” for intense Research & Development
WHY international partnerships?

GLOBAL CHALLENGES

→ International cooperation
The link between training and research

Chateaubriand Grants: support 4 to 10 months in a French laboratory, during PhD

Call for Chateaubriand Science fellowships USA 2012-2013

The Chateaubriand grants aim to initiate or to reinforce collaborations by encouraging exchange at the doctoral level. The Embassy of France (Office of Science and Technology) will support PhD students enrolled in an American University who engage in a co-supervised PhD, or seek in a double degree (“cotutelle”) with France.

All disciplines in Sciences, Technology and Health are eligible.

The application is available on the Chateaubriand fellowship website:

http://www.france-science.org/chateaubriand

Deadline: February 1st, 2012

For more information:
Office for Science and Technology Embassy of France in the U.S.
(202) 944-6220
phuong.pham@diplomatic.gov.fr
BROADER TOOLS FOR PARTNERSHIPS

Beyond individual Fellowships

- Bilateral Funds with major American universities:
  - Berkeley (since 1993)

- Partner University Fund (generous funding for 3 years)

- International Laboratories (CNRS, INSERM, INRIA….)
80 « cotutelles » PhD's : American universities
80 « cotutelles » PhD’s : American universities
80 « cotutelles » PhD’s: French universities